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DR solutions made especially for private practices like yours.
FDR D-EVO® panels are light, portable detectors that can quickly turn your x-ray room  
into a DR room with incredible versatility, allowing you to perform table and free  
cassette-based exams with ease. There’s also no need to re-work your existing equipment 
because FDR D-EVO fits existing standard buckys and holders.  

FDR D-EVO P-Series Panels
FDR D-EVO P-series panels feature 150 micron pixel pitch and a wide 16-bit dynamic 
range, as well as Fujifilm’s exclusive, patented ISS (Irradiated Side Sampling) technology 
which provides ultra-sharp imaging with extra low dose capability. This exclusive design 
captures the x-ray image from the incident/patient side of the detector, in contrast to 
traditional designs which capture the image below the scintillator layer, thus reducing  
the distance for light data to spread and blur, capturing the image where it’s  
stronger and sharper as it was intended.
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High image quality  
with low dose
As a world leading imaging and 
information company, Fujifilm is not only 
dedicated to improving image quality, 
but also to advancing dose lowering 
technologies and safe healthcare 
standards for patients. FDR D-EVO is a 
perfect example. It features engineering 
innovations which achieve dose efficiency 
improvements averaging 30% compared 
to Fujifilm CR and potentially even more 
compared to traditional DR detector 
designs, to deliver exceptional images.

Conventional method New method

ISS technology
Fujifilm’s patented ISS technology focuses 
its capture electronics at the top of the 
detector, opposite conventional designs. 
This revolutionary method outperforms 
traditional designs, improving signal 
strength and dose efficiency, resulting in 
images rich in diagnostic content.  
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ISS technology
Fujifilm’s patented ISS technology focuses its 
capture electronics at the top of the detector, 
opposite conventional designs. This revolutionary 
method outperforms traditional designs, improving 
signal strength and dose efficiency, resulting in 
images rich in diagnostic content.



FDR D-EVO P-Series Panels 
FDR D-EVO P35s and P35i – 14x17
These lightweight, cassette-sized 14x17 detectors 
are available with a detachable cord (s models), 
so there are no batteries to change or charge, 
and also available with the added flexibility of 
wireless (i models).

FDR D-EVO P43s – 17x17
The wide 17x17 capture field provides coverage 
that improves accuracy of routine and difficult 
to position exams with fewer images and fewer 
workflow steps. The 17x17 full field size means 
the detector never needs to be rotated between 
portrait and landscape, helping eliminate the 
need for repeat exams and additional exposures 
due to cut-off.

FDR D-EVO P24ic – 24x30cm
The latest from Fujifilm in dose reduction 
combines focused Cesium Iodide crystals with 
ISS technology to create extra low dose images. 
This 24x30cm detector is just the right size 
for small anatomy exams such as extremities, 
shoulders, c-spines, pediatrics and more. Its 
light weight makes it especially easy and safe for 
patients to hold during sunrise knee exams.

FDR D-EVO Room Options
Wireless
FDR D-EVO wireless quickly turns any room into 
a DR room with incredible versatility, allowing you 
to perform everything from routine upright and 
table exams to cross table and just about any  
free cassette-based exam with ease.

The added flexibility of wireless makes it neat  
and practical to use one FDR D-EVO wireless 
detector for an entire room. Their speed, 
featuring an impressive 1-2 second preview  
and 8-10 second cycle time, makes it perfect  
for immediate image review and transmission  
for diagnosis. FDR D-EVO wireless panels last  
up to 3.5 hours or 400 images on a single  
battery charge (the number varies depending on 
the usage conditions).    

You make the exposure;  
we'll give you the image
FDR D-EVO P-series panels  
feature SmartSwitch technology which 
works independently of the x-ray system 
to automatically sense exposures and 
capture images. This simplifies equipment 
compatibility and facilitates sharing 
detectors between multiple rooms.



FDX Console
With features designed to simplify and speed  
workflow, the FDX Console has an extra-large  
image display area, an easy-to-read, customizable  
interface and an intuitive arrangement of  
operation buttons to make exams fast for both  
the technologist and the patient.

Auto Trimming simplifies off-center imaging of  
small anatomy by recognizing the collimated area  
and automatically adapting it to the full screen view  
for optimized display at PACS.

Dynamic Visualization™ 
An exclusive Fujifilm advantage. Our latest revolutionary 
approach to image processing, which generates images 
with high sharpness, high contrast and wide latitude  
for the best possible first up display for every exam,  
every time.

Dynamic Range Control enhances visualization in the 
image, significantly clarifying over- and under-exposed 
areas.

Gradation Display Optimization maintains the highest 
contrast possible by intelligently optimizing display 
characteristics to achieve even wider latitudes than 
traditional processing.

Enhanced Menu Parameters are automated and precisely  
refined to improve sharpness, contrast and latitude 
for every anatomical menu and eliminate the need for 
additional post processing. 

FDR-flex
Completely portable, the FDR-flex 
is compact enough to be carried to 
patients anywhere and flexible enough 
to turn any analog x-ray room into a DR 
solution instantly. No wired connection to 
the x-ray system is needed!

FDX Console Laptop 
The full desktop functionality of the  
FDX Console is available with the 
convenient portability and durability of  
a laptop with FDR-flex.

Utility Box 
The wireless communication utility 
box fits almost anywhere and is easily 
transportable to other systems, rooms  
or sites.
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Dimensions inch (mm)

FDR D-EVO P43s

Power Supply Unit

FDR D-EVO P35s and P35i FDR D-EVO P24ic

FDR D-EVO P-Series Specifications

Model P35s P35i P43s P24ic

Size 14”x17” 14”x17” 17”x17” 24x30cm

External Dimensions 18”x15”x0.55” 18”x15”x0.55” 18”x18”x0.55” 24x30x1.6cm

Connection Tethered Wireless Tethered Wireless

Scintillator GoS GoS GoS CsI

Weight (lbs.) 7 7.3 8.3 4.2

Pixel Matrix 2304 x 2880 2304 x 2880 2816 x 2816 1535 x 1920

Pixel Pitch (μ) 150 150 150 150

Cycle Time (seconds) 8 8-10 8-12 5-7

Image Preview Time (seconds) 1-2 1-2 2 1-2
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